SUCCESS STORY

Demanding the Best from Retail
Help Desk Operations
Executive Overview






One of the largest furniture retail stores in the
industry.
Nearly 300 stores across North America & UK.
Annual Revenue: $755M
Employees: 5,000

Clients demand a lot from their
interior designer, particularly when it comes
to accessibility and accountability. One of
the largest furniture and design companies
in the U.S., felt the same way when it first
decided to outsource its help desk
operations. Looking to free up internal IT
team members from the time-intensive
demands of staffing a help desk, the
growing $980 million company knew it
would need a partner as committed to
being available and approachable as it is.
Enter Global Help Desk Solutions
(GHDSi), which helped the furniture retail
giant maintain its hard-earned reputation
for outstanding customer service while also
better allocating and utilizing its in-house
technology resources.

There When Needed
Although many factors drove the need for outsourcing, obtaining the appropriate level of coverage would be
critical.
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“Availability was a big issue for us,” says Mike, the Director of Retail Systems. “We had reasonable coverage
with our people most of the time, but there were some very thin periods. We really needed to expand across
weekends, which are the most important times for our retail business, as well as some of the holidays.”
GHDSi delivered help desk coverage during the hours most critical to the company’s user base, alleviating
Mike’s chief concern.
Mike was also looking for a U.S.-based operation that wouldn’t run into any language issues, as well as a
partner that was familiar with industry best practices surrounding the management of sensitive customer data
such as credit card numbers. GHDSi was again able to hit all of these crucial marks for the company.

Stepping Up
Because the furniture retail company had been so diligent about building a top-notch help desk of its own
over the years, the company was naturally somewhat hesitant to suddenly turn over the reins to an outside
provider. What if something were to go wrong? Would this partner step up and do what it took to make things
right, or would it make excuses and thereby damage the reputation the company had worked so hard to
attain?
Once more, GHDSi demonstrated its mettle, consistently earning raves from Mike and his team for its
professionalism and accountability under any and all circumstances.
“My users are thrilled with the level of detail and the nature of the attention they’re getting,” Mike says.
“They’re not being talked down to – it’s a partnership. All of Global Help Desk’s levels of management are very
responsive to us. They jump on any problem, follow up on the reporting requirements and make the issue go
away.”

A Partnership by Design
It is that kind of dedication to a true partnership that made this furniture retail giant realize that it made the
right decision in choosing GHDSi.
The company can now free up its in-house technicians for work on
more complicated tasks as the demands of rapid growth continue.
Moreover, Mike is thrilled to have the peace of mind that comes
from knowing his enterprise will continue to provide the worldclass service with which it has long been associated. From
accessibility to accountability, GHDSi has been there to get the job
done right for the furniture enterprise.

“They [Global Help Desk]
jump on any problem, follow
up on the reporting
requirements and make the
issue go away.”

“We looked at a couple of other providers, but it didn’t seem like
any of the others came even close to what Global Help Desk had available,” Mike notes. “They have shown us
the way a real help desk should be run, as far as the reporting, the metrics and how we should be structuring
ourselves.
If someone had the same needs we had, I think Global Help Desk would be a great option.”
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Why Global Help Desk Services?


Predictable, Repeatable Processes to give you a greater peace of mind, guaranteed service
levels, and improved responsiveness.



Single Point of Contact for all infrastructure and vendor management, for better control.



Single Service Provider with multiple talented agents, versus multiple vendors.



Customizable Support for tailoring to your specific needs and budget, big or small.



Predictable Service Costs for budgeting planning purposes.



Lower Total Cost of Ownership through a comprehensive view of service, coverage, and
customer satisfaction using the best practices and technology tools.

www.ghdsi.com

800.770.1075

2080 Silas Deane Highway, Rocky Hill, CT 06067
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